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Abstract—In this paper, we provide an efficient and easy-to-implement symmetric searchable
encryption scheme (SSE) for string search, which takes one round of communication, O(n) times of
computations over n documents. Unlike previous schemes, we use hash-chaining instead of chain of
encryption operations for index generation, which makes it suitable for lightweight applications.
Unlike the previous SSE schemes for string search, with our scheme, the server learns nothing about
the frequency and the relative positions of the words being searched except what it can learn from
the history. We are the first to propose probabilistic trapdoors in SSE for string search. We provide
concrete proof of the nonadaptive security of our scheme against honest-but-curious servers based
on the definitions of [12]. We also introduce a new notion of search pattern privacy, which gives a
measure of security against the leakage from the trapdoor. We have shown that our scheme is
secure under the search pattern indistinguishability definition. We show why the SSE scheme for
string search cannot attain adaptive indistinguishability criteria as mentioned in [12]. We also
propose modifications to our scheme so that the scheme can be used against active adversaries at
the cost of more rounds of communications and memory space. We validate our scheme against two
different commercial datasets (see [1], [2]).

Index Terms—Cloud storage, Symmetric key, Searchable encryption, hash-chain, lightweight
cryptography.

I. INTRODUCTION

The cloud is designed to hold a large number of encrypted documents. With the advent of cloud
computing, a growing number of clients and leading organizations have started adapting to private
storage outsourcing. This allows resource-constrained clients to privately store large amounts of
encrypted data in the cloud at a low cost. However, this prevents one from searching. This gives rise
to a newly emerging field of research, called searchable encryption (SE). SE can be classified into
symmetric searchable encryptions (SSE) and asymmetric searchable encryptions (ASE). In this paper,
we study the SSE for string search. In the SSE, the client encrypts the data and stores it in the cloud.
It may be noted that the client can organize the data in an arbitrary manner and can maintain
additional data structures to achieve desired data efficiently. In this process, the initial client-side
computation is thus as large as the data, but subsequent computations to access data are less for
both client and the cloud server. Since huge volumes of documents are stored in a cloud server,
searching against a keyword may result in a large number of documents, most of which are not
intended, causing unnecessary network traffic. This motivates the idea of searching against a string,
which allows the search to be more specific. Searching for a string is a multi-keyword search where
the ordering of keywords is preserved. So in addition to the presence of all these keywords in a
document, their ordering and adjacency are to be taken care of while searching. The index table
needs to be prepared in such a way that the adjacency information of the words can be preserved.
Although few works are available in the literature involving string search, but most of them lack
formal security proof against the revised definitions of [12] and also expose lots of information to
the server following the search (see Table I of Section II). In the SSE scheme, the server is expected
to learn nothing about the search queries and data collections. SSE achieves this by using symmetric
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cryptographic primitives instead of heavy computations of public key encryption at the cost of small
leakage of information [12]. Here we take an example which will be extended throughout the paper
to illustrate our algorithms and data structures.

II. RELATED WORKS

For the last ten years, searchable encryption has been the focus for many leading research groups
and several results were proposed, authors defined computational and statistical relaxations of the
existing notion of perfect consistency and provided a new scheme that was statistically consistent.
They also proposed a transformation of an anonymous identity based encryption scheme (IBE) to a
secure public key encryption with keyword search scheme (PEKS) that guarantees consistency. In [4]
authors presented as-strong-as-possible definitions of privacy and some constructions for public-key
base encryption schemes where the encryption algorithm is deterministic. In the same work, new
methods were proposed for database encryption that permit fast (i.e. sub-linear, and in fact
logarithmic, time) search while provably providing privacy that is as strong as possible subject to this
fast search constraint. The work in [4] also generalizes their methods to obtain a notion of efficiently
searchable encryption schemes which permit more flexible privacy to search-time trade-offs via a
technique called bucketization. In [5], authors studied the problem of searching on data that is
encrypted using a public key system which they referred as PEKS and provided several constructions.
In [6], authors show how to create a public-key encryption scheme that allows PIR (private
information retrieval) searching over encrypted documents. Their solution was the first to reveal no
partial information regarding the users search (including the access pattern) in the public-key setting
and with small communication complexity. In [7], authors defined and solved the problem of
privacy-preserving multi-keyword ranked search over encrypted data in cloud computing (MRSE).
They established a set of strict privacy requirements for such a secure cloud data utilization system.
Among various multi-keyword semantics, they choose the efficient similarity measure of ”coordinate
matching,” i.e., as many matches as possible, to capture the relevance of data documents to the
search query. They also used ”inner product similarity” to quantitatively evaluate such similarity
measure. They provide two MRSE schemes to achieve various stringent privacy requirements in two
different threat models. In [24], authors proposed an efficient searchable encryption scheme for
auction (SESA) in emerging smart grid marketing, which is based on a public key encryption with
keyword search technique to enable the energy sellers to inquire suitable bids while preserving the
privacy of the energy buyers. In [8] authors provided a systematic study of various attack models
against SSE based schemes. Dynamic SSE was first considered by Song et al. [19], but no solution
with sublinear search time existed before the work of Kamara et al. [13]. Recently, two new dynamic
SSE schemes have been proposed. The first one, by Cash et al. [9], which is an extension of [10]. They
showed that SSE is feasible on very large databases. In [9], authors designed and implemented
dynamic symmetric searchable encryption schemes that efficiently and privately search serverheld
encrypted databases with tens of billions of record-keyword pairs. Their basic theoretical
construction was for single-keyword searches and which offers asymptotically optimal server index
size, fully parallel searching, and minimal leakage. In [10], authors presented another efficient SSE
scheme which supports complex queries involving multiple keywords. Similar scheme may be found.
In [11], authors studied the trade-off between locality and server storage size of SSE schemes. In [12],
authors introduced the idea of SSE with improved security definitions. They introduced the two most
important security definitions, namely non-adaptive indistinguishability and adaptive
indistinguishability. They also proposed SSE schemes for keyword search which they proved to be
secure under these new security definitions. In [16] authors studied the security provided by various
encrypted databases and presented a series of attacks that recover the plaintext from encrypted
database columns using only the encrypted column and publicly-available auxiliary information.
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authors studied efficient sub linear search techniques for arbitrary Boolean queries. They considered
scalable DBMS with provable security for all parties, including protection of the data from both
server (who stores encrypted data) and client (who searches it), as well as protection of the query,
and access control for the query.

III. Proposed methodology

The proposed a SSE scheme for string search, which is similar to the non-adaptive SSE scheme of [12]
for keyword search with some additional data structures and techniques (list, lookup tables, pseudo
random functions and hash-chains for word sequencing ) being used to keep track of position
informations. However, with this approach, server learns the word frequency and relative positions
of the underlying document. The BuildIndex algorithm (see Algorithm 2) is based on a new approach
of inverted index generation in modulo prime field. As opposed to the unmasked hash-chains used in
[15] for all words in a document, we use masked hash-chain and cell-padding which stops leakage of
informations related to the relative positions of sentences and the frequency of words. As opposed
to the idea of chain of encryptions in [12], we introduce the idea of masking for the security of index
which is faster. In earlier schemes, to search for a word in n documents, n decryption operations
were needed. In our scheme, all we need is unmasking which is a subtraction operation in Zp for all
entries of the corresponding column.
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An honest-but-curious server follows the protocol and takes no actions beyond those of an honest
server, and attempts to learn about the plaintext of documents or terms that were queried. The idea
of non-adaptive security for SSE scheme for an honest-butcurious server was first introduced in [12].
In order to explain the non-adaptive security, we first provide the definition of history and trace.

VII. CONCLUSION

With the increasing number of documents stored in the cloud, searching for the desired document
can be a difficult and resource-intensive task. One solution may be to use symmetric searchable
encryption (SSE) which allows one party to outsource the storage of its data to another party (a
cloud) privately while enabling to search selectively over it. In this paper we revisited the security
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definitions of [12] and proposed a new lightweight SSE scheme Πs,s for string search. We have
shown that our scheme is secure under the non-adaptive indistinguishability definition [12]. For
active adversary, we propose a modification of the scheme Πs,s at the additional cost of memory at
client’s end and two rounds of communications for one modification of document collection.
Towards this direction, future research can be performed to design efficient SSE scheme ideally with
one round of communication. With our scheme, server does not learn the information related to
word frequency and word positions except what it can learn from the history. We, for the first time,
introduce new security notion in SSE, named, search pattern indistinguishability. It may be observed
that with non adaptive indistinguishability security, although the keywords are guaranteed to be
secure from the possible leakage from index, however it does not guarantee the security from the
possible leakage from trapdoor. Towards this, we for the first time introduce probabilistic trapdoor
and prove that our scheme is secure under such criterion. We have implemented our scheme for the
first time to search over phone symbols and validated it using the TIMIT dataset. We have also
implemented our scheme over DNA data of [2] and successfully achieve pattern matching
functionality over encrypted domain. While dealing with string search, designing a SSE scheme
satisfying adaptive-indistinguishability-security definition of [12] seems intuitively impossible. This is
because to generate an index in advance which is consistent with future search, one unavoidable
assumption needed is the presence of all possible strings in each document. This can be done by
considering all permutations of keywords for every document which makes the index size
exponential in n for ndocument collection. According to the definition of [12], index size is linear in n
which is essential from efficiency point of view. From the angle of this intuition, future research can
be carried out to give a formal proof in support of non-existence of adaptively secure SSE scheme for
string search. In this paper we have considered honestbut-curious adversaries and active adversaries.
Also, designing SSE scheme for string search with adaptive-indistinguishability-security against some
newly defined adversary can be a future research direction.
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